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The theory of parametric amplification of two waves in an amplitude and phase modulated laser field 
is developed. Particular attention is paid to the exponential signal growth under various conditions. 
A new class of solutions valid for all possible cases of group velocity mismatch is obtained for a 
bell-shaped inhomogeneous pumping amplitude. stationary mode formation of parametric signals is 
analyzed in detail. The possibility of applying the technique to the analysis of stimulated Raman 
scattering in a picosecond pulse field is considered. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

PARAMETRIC processes are important in nonlinear 
optics because they appear in a broad class of the most 
diverse phenomena. In addition to purely parametric 
processes due to electron nonlinearity this includes the 
majority of scatterings (Mandel'shtam-Brillouin, 
Raman, etc.). In the case of spontaneous scattering and 
generation of the sum and difference of optical frequen
cies the increase of signal wave amplitude along the 
nonlinear medium fails to exceed the linear case even 
under optimum conditions. 

The present work deals with theoretical analysis of 
exponential amplification of waves excited by narrow 
beams and short pulses of laser emission. 1> We con
sider different variants of ray vector geometry and 
group velocity relations of the interacting waves. 

We obtained a new class of solutions for the three
frequency parametric amplifier with amplitude-modu
lated (AM) bell-shaped pumping covering all possible 
cases of phase and group velocity mismatch. These 
solutions allow us to trace the dynamics of amplifica
tion of outgoing and incoming waves with initial ampli
tude and phase modulation of any type (AM and PM 
signals). 

The developed theory of parametric amplification 
in a quadratic medium can be applied in a modified 
form to SRS. The analysis of non-stationary SRS is of 
interest in itself in view of picosecond pumping experi
ments. 

Among other work on this subject we note papers 
of Fre'ldman et al_l7-Ul as well as [12-161. 

2. QUASI-OPTICS EQUATIONS 

Thus let there by three waves propagating in a 
medium with quadratic nonlinearity; 

• 
E = .E e.A.(r, t)exp[i(w.t- k.z)] + c .c. (1) 

n=t 

The wave frequencies are w 3 = w1 + w2 and wave num
bers are k3 = k 1 + k2 + ~. The interaction of weakly 
modulated waves (1) is described in quasi-optical ap
proximation by parabolic equations for complex ampli
tudes (field E 3 is considered given): 

I) A part of our results was reported earlier to some extent [ 1"6 ). 
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aA, I az + [.2',('1]) + .2'.(z, y)]A, = cr,A,A,'e-'6 ' -ll,A,, (2) 
aA,j az + [.2',(TJ) + .2'2 (z, y)]A, = cr,A,A,•e-'6 ' -ll,A,, (3) 

iJA,jaz.+;L.2'a(TJ) +:t',(z,y)JA,=O. (4) 

Here a is the nonlinear coupling coefficient, 0 are 
attenuation coefficients, and .Tn ( 11) are differential 
operators describing the frequency dispersion of the 
medium: 

. a i a'k. a• .2'.(TJ)=v.,----- (5) 
a'IJ 2 own' o'IJ'' 

where 71 = t - z/us, un = Bkn/awn is group velocity, 
iln3 = u~1 - u31 is the mismatch of group velocity re
ciprocals, and .2'n(x, y) are operators describing 
birefringence and diffraction, 

a i ( a• a• ) (6) 
P .. (z,y)= ~·a;-+ 2k,. ox'+ oy' ' 

fJn are angles between the ray vectors and the z axis. 

3. UNMODULATED PUMPING WAVE 

In the case of parametric amplification in the field 
of a plane monochromatic pumping wave (A3 = A30 ) we 
can observe the modification of the space-time signal 
spectra r 1' 5' 111 : 

S.= SJJA.(x,y,l'J,Z)exp[iQT]-ik,x-ik,y]dzdydl'). (7) 

The solution of (2) and (3) for arbitrary conditions at 
the boundary z = 0 has the form : 

S( n k k ) { (11,+6,) (1'1 1 -d,) } '••, ,, .,z = exp ---2--z+i 2 TJ 

X { S .. (Q,k,,k,) [chfz-il'i; shrz] +820'(-Q,-k,,-k,) 

cr,A,.shfz} 
x r . (8) 

Here s*( -0, -kx, -ky) is the spectrum of complex 
conjugate amplitude and ~n are wave mismatch values 
due to the action of operators (5) and (6): 

1'1 - Q + 1 o'k•gz (k.'+k.') . (9) 
.-- -2 -,-, - 2k +k.~ •. 

Un VWn n 

The quantity I' determines the amplifier increment 

f= [cr,cr,A,.' + 1/4(0,-ll,)'- '/,(1'11 -ol'i,)']V'. (10) 

Solution (8) shows that the presence of the compon
ent with parameters w2 + 0, kx, ky in the initial spec-
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FIG. 1. Frequency-angle pattern of parametric scattering of light 
waves for the interactions of (a) 'Ye( w 3)-+ 'Ye( w 1) + 'Yo( w 2), and (b)
'Ye(w3)-+ 'Yo(w2) + 'Yo(w2). Circles represent cross sections of cones of 
two-dimensional velocity match. Solid lines correspond to a wave with 
a frequency w 1 + n, and dashed lines to w 2 -S1. 

trum of the second signal excites the component w1 
- O, -kx, -ky in the spectrum of the first signal and 
vice versa. The excitation effectiveness of such a wave 
pair depends on the wave mismatch ~n (9). The maxi
mum increment is reached when mismatch values are 
equal ~~ = ~2, thus determining the frequency-angle 
characteristics of the amplifier. For example for an 
input of the type Ye(wl) + yo(w2) = ye(w 3 ) maximum 
gain of the signal component with the frequency w 1 + 0 
occurs on a cone (see Fig. 1a): 

, 2 2k,. 2k, k. ( a•k, a'k, ~ ( ) e, +cp, +-p,e,=--v .. Q+- - 2 +-, Q2. 11 
k, k,k, k,k, 0{1), oro, 

Here e 1 = kx/k1 and cp 1 = ky /k1 are angles of obser
vation. It is interesting to note that the 0 = 0 compon
ents can be amplified not only in a single dimension 
along the z axis ( e = cp = 0) but also in two dimensions 
if the angular components are located on cones tangent 
to each other in the point of one-dimensional velocity 
match (e = cp = 0), and the cone axis for the extraordi
nary wave of the first signal is inclined at an angle 
thk2/ks to the z axis in the direction of the optical axis 
of the negative crystal. 

In the case of ordinary polarization of both signal 
waves the velocity match cones leave traces in the 
form of concentric circles with the center at e = cp = 0 
(Fig. 1b). The above spectral radiation structure is 
observed in parametric scattering of light[ 14l. It is 
fairly well described quantitatively by (11)[41. 

The signals grow exponentially in the region of high 
gain: IS 12 ~ eGz, G = 2r- 61 - 62. The value of mis
match for which intensity decreases e times is reduced 
with rising z: 

~. - ~. = ± l'2z"' [ 4o:,a,A,. 2 -H { 6, - 6,) 'j'l•. (12) 

This corresponds to a narrowing of both the frequency 
and angular spectra of the signal waves (at the same 
time the scale of the space-time modulation of wave 
amplitudes increases). 

The narrowing of spectra according to (12) pertains 
to parametric amplification in the field of unmodulated 
pumping. Actually the pumping wave is always spatially 
(bounded beam rather than a plane wave front) and 
often time modulated (pulse emission, phase and fre
quency modulation). When z is large enough the pump
ing wave modulation affects the nature of emission 
invalidating the above analysis for this area. 

4. MODULATED PUMPING WAVE 

An analysis of effects occurring in this case can be 
performed in good detail in the geometric optics ap-

proximation neglecting second derivatives in the sys
tem (2)-(4). Thus we investigate the following equa
tions: 

aA, aA, oA, <& 
---a:;-fl·--o;-v•-a:q=a,A,.(x,T))Az'e- '-6,A., (13) 

aA,· aA,· oA2' ---a;+ P2--a;-+ v2&;) = a,'A.,•(x T))A,e"''- 6,A,•. (14) 

The effect of spatial and time pumping modulation 
on parametric amplification is considered separately 
for two cases: (1) absence of group lag effects (when 
z « r/v, r is the characteristic scale of time pumping 
modulation), and (2) absence of effects due to the dif
ference in wave propagation directions ( z <<a/ {3, a is 
the transverse scale of pump modulation). According 
to (13) and (14) the two variants of the system of equa
tions have the same formal appearance, a fact that can 
be utilized in the development of a space-time 
analogy[14l, 

Thus we assume that 111 = 11 2 = 0. Introducing new 
amplitudes B1 and B2 by means of the relations 

A,= B,(x, z)exp r- i ~(x + p,z)- (O,p, + 02p,)z + (0,- 62)x] 
p, + p, p, + p2 p, + p, . 

(15) 
• {a, ) 'h [ ~(x- P2z) A,=B,(x,z) - exp -i -

a, p,+ p2 
_ (6,p, + 62p,)z -l- (0,- 6,)x] 

fl,+fl· ' fl,+fl· • (16) 

we arrive finally at the following hyperbolic system: 
oB, aB, a;:- p, &;" = aA,.(x)B,, 

oB, aB, _ a;-+ P•a:; = aA,.'(x)B,, 

where a = (a 1 a~)l/2• 

(17) 

(18) 

Further the wave propagating along the z axis to
gether with the pumping wave ({3 = 0) is called the 
accompanying wave, and the wave propagating at an 
angle {3 _.. 0 to the z axis is called the outgoing wave. 
According to the following analysis the nature of their 
amplification depends not only on the type of pump 
modulation but also on the direction of propagation of 
signal waves (on the sign of (3). We separate AM from 
PM in the complex pump amplitude using the following 
notation: 

(19) 

A. Amplification of Accompanying Waves 

Waves propagating at the same velocity as the pump
ing ( f3n = 0) experience the greatest gain 

B, =B .. ch r.,(x)z + B,. sh r •• {x)z. (20) 

Here the increment roo= aE 30(x) depends on the pump
ing intensity modulation and pump PM has no effect on 
gain. In the AM pump field amplification is not uniform: 
increasing z narrows the signals and therefore ex
pands their spectra. For example for a Gaussian pump 
beam E~(x) = E~exp(-x2/a~) the width of signal 
beams narrows down according to the law a 1,2 
Rj as( 2r 00( 0) z)112• 
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B. Amplification of Accompanying and Outgoing Waves 

Now let one wave propagate as before along with the 
pump beam ( fh = 0) while the other departs from it at 
an angle (3 2• Such a situation is typical of the interac
tion of light waves of the type re(w3)- re(w1) 
+ y 0( w2) where all wave vectors are directed along the 
z axis. In its time-base variant (x -TJ, {3- v) this 
problem plays an important role in the theory of stim
ulated Mandel'shtam-Brillouin scattering in which the 
outgoing wave is an acoustic one[ 12•13l, The solution of 
this problem was discussed many times in relation to 
various viewpoints. For the accompanying wave we 
have 

B,(x, z) = B10 (x) + oA,.(x) J B,(x,)lo(Gop(x, z, x,))dx, 
~. . 

.2o'A,.(.:t1 ':. J,(G,.} +--,- B,.(x,)A,.•(x,)(x,- 6)-G-dx,, (21) 
~ . ~ 

and for the outgoing wave 

B,(x,z) = B,o(s)+ ~ JA,0 (x,)B, 0 (x,)l0 (G.,)dx, 
~ .. 

+ o s" B ( ) G.pi,(G.,) d 
-2 20 x, -· x,. 

~ X1 ~ 
(22) 

where E = x - {hz, and Io and I1 are modified Bessel 
functions of the first kind and zero and first orders 
whose argument is 

2o [ s· ]''• G.,(x,z,x,)=T, (x,-6) • E,0'(,;)d,; . 

' 

(23) 

We consider the effect of pump AM and PM on the 
amplification of sufficiently broad beams (long pulses) 
of excited waves. 

In the case of pump PM ( E30(x) = const), in addition 
to the above formulas, we can find exact expressions 
for the spectral signal components analogous to (8); 
now however ~ 1 = 0, ~ 2 = kx {32 and (8) are valid not 
for the spectrum of S1 but for its convolution with the 
spectrum o~ t}J.e complex conjugate pump amplitude 
A~= E3oe-lcp(x), 

The manifestation of pump phase modulation de
pends on the boundary conditions at the input to the 
parametric amplifier. In the case of a single outgoing 
wave (B 10 = 0) amplification is in no way connected 
with pump PM; pump AM is effective instead. In the 
amplification process the pump PM is completely 
superimposed on the accompanying wave: B1 

~ e icp 3(x) (see (21 )). In particular this results in the 
situation where in the field of the PM fundamental fre
quency wave (without AM) the spectrum of the outgoing 
wave narrows and that of the accompanying wave tends 
toward the pump spectrum as z increases. In an am
plifier with an accompanying input signal, amplifica
tion at the initial stage may depend on pump PM. 

We now consider amplification in the field of a 
bounded pump beam (AM, E30(x) has a bell shape). 

At high gain we can find asymptotic expressions for 
integrals (21) and (22): 

B, = Eao(x) [B10 (x10 ) + B,(x .. )] [4Eso'(x,.) 

+ 2(~,z- x- x 10 )8E,'(x10 ) I ox.,]-Y• exp LC.,(x, z, x,.)], (24) 
B, = B,(x, z)E,.(x,.) I E,.(x), (25) 

where parameter x 10 is determined by the condition 
that argument Co {3 be maximum 

~ 

J E,.'(,;)d,;=(~.z-x+x,.)E,.'(x,.). (26) ... 
The accompanying wave is localized here about the 
main beam (near its boundary where the second wave 
B2 leaves). The maximum gain over the beam cross 
section is 

(27) 
co 

and depends on beam power P3 = J E~(x)dx and the 
-co 

exit angle (32 of the second signal (in the time-based 
variant of the problem the maximum gain depends on 
the pump pulse and the mismatch of group velocites v2). 
The outgoing wave has the same increment (27) but 
strongly broadens with increasing z 

(dxh~~(~)''• = 2~,z. 
o P, G., 

The amplitude of the second signal is lower than that of 
the accompanying wave because of the escape of second 
signal energy from the pump beam region. 

Below are some specific data on signal amplifica
tion in the pumping field with various forms of ampli
tude modulation. 

a. Parabolic profile A~o = E~ (1 - x2/ a 2 ). The ac
companying si~nal narrows down according to the law 
~x1 = 0.67aG~{3 2; its maximum lies at a distance of the 
same order from the pump beam boundary (x =a). 

b. Gaussian profile A~o = E~e-X2 /a2 . Here the ac
companying signal narrows down more slowly, ~x1 
Rl .f2a/ -1 ln Gof3, and its peak gradually departs from the 
main beam axis towards the outgoing beam by a magni
tude of xm,1 = Y2a v'ln Go{3· 

c. Profile A~ = E~cosh-2(x/a). A still gentler front 
of the pumping beam results in the establishment of a 
constant width of the accompanying wave ~x1 Rl .f2 a; 
its peak is shifted as in the case of the Gaussian-pump 
beam: xm,1 = Y2a lnGo(3· 

Thus pump AM is much more significant in the am
plification of the accompanying and outgoing waves. 
The AM shape plays a role in the formation of signal 
beams (especially of the incoming beam) and to a lesser 
extent affects the gain (power is significant here). 

C. Amplification of Outgoing Waves. Stationary Modes 

In the majority of cases the signal waves and the 
pumping wave propagate with different velocities. The 
most interesting is the case of amplification of waves 
that leave the pumping beam in different directions. It 
turns out that under such conditions both signals are 
localized near the main beam leading to an exponential 
amplification ( B ~ exp G{3{3) in which gain grows in 
proportion to z( G{3{3 = r {3{3 z)[2•3•7• 8l, 

In fact we now assume the existence of such an am
plification regime that results in the formation of sta
tionary amplitude profiles of outgoing waves 

B.=B.,M(x)exp(rppz) (n=f,2). (28) 

We consider the shape of AM signals Bn M)x) for two 
types of AM pump beam: ' 
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FIG. 2. Stationary modes of parametric signals leaving the pumping 
beam in different directions. a-uniformly bound pumping field (dashed 
line); b-bell-shaped pump amplitude distribution of the type E30 = 
E3 cosh-1 (x/a). Diagram illustrates the case of symmetric propagation of 
waves with (31 = (32 = (j. Parameter of curves is quantity m = oE3a/(j. 

a. Rectangular profile E2o = E3 for I xI :S a/2 and 
E3o = 0 for I xI > a/2. The signal modes of a para
metric amplifier with such a pumping have the follow
ing form: in the pumping beam region 1 xl < a/2, 

B,. { r.,(~,- ~,) } . ( x 1 ) B.,M =---=- exp x sm - ±- b. 
'YP. 2p,~, a 2 

(29) 

Here parameter b determining the spatial modulation 
of signal beams is given by the transcendental equation 

b-'sinb=±1/m, (30) 

where m = (m 1m2).t/2and mn = O'E~/13n2>. The gain 
increment depends on the same parameter b: 

r,.= -oE,cosb. (31) 

Outside the pumping beam region signal amplitudes 
decrease: for x < -a/ 2 

B,,,. = B,, ,.(x =-'/,a) exp (r,.(x +a /2) I~.), (32) 

and for x > a/2 

B,,M=O, B2.M=B,,M(x=a/2) exp(-r,(x-a/2)/~z). (33) 

The modes of the first signal B1 M(x) are shown in 
Fig. 2a. It is clear that the degree of localization of the 
signal increases with increasing parameter m. 

If the ~~ is very large over the aperture length 
a/(131132) , t.e., m » 1, we have b = 1rk, k = ±1, ±2, 
and r 1313 = aE 3 for all modes. In this case (30) corre
sponds to an expansion of signal amplitudes into 
Fourier series 

00 

Mode amplification decreases with increasing angles 
l3n (parameter m decreases) as a result of intensive 
escape of signal energy from the pumping region. In 
this case the highest gain falls on the principal mode 
(0 <b < 1r); mode gain vanishes altogether for m = 1 
(without taking wave attenuation into account). 

b. Pumping profile E30 = E3cosh-1(x/a). The prin
cipal mode of the first signal has the form 

B -B [ X r •• (~.-~.)x] h-mx (34) 
'·"- ..,exp - 2a- 2p,~,a c a· 

Here r1313 =(2m- 1)aE3/(m1 + m 2) and gain vanishes 
for m = Y2. As m increases the degree of signal 
localization also increases (see Fig. 2b) leading to a 
rise in gain. In the limit m 1 = m 2- oo we arrive at 
the case of accompanying waves and r 1313 = aE 3 al-

2) It is of interest to note that such a parameter appears in the theory 
of giant parametric pulse formation [ 15 ]. 

though signal beams narrow down without limit due to 
inhomogeneity of amplification (compare with A above). 
Thus inhomogeneous distribution of pumping amplitude 
strongly affects the mode structure of parametric sig
nals. 

D. Dynamics of Amplification of Outgoing Waves 

If amplification is high enough both outgoing waves 
can be localized in the pumping beam region, as we 
noted above. Generally speaking, however, mode exist
ence does not imply practical realizability of modes. 
Therefore it is necessary to consider the formation of 
stationary beams for any boundary conditions at the 
amplifier input. 

In the case of a bell-shaped pumping AM of the form 
E30 = E3cosh-1(x/a) the cascade Laplace method can be 
used (see[ 171 for example) to obtain exact solution of 
(17) and (18) for any values of parameter m[6 l: 

B, = B, (•) + m'~• ch-'(x/a) s' B ( ) 
o 'o a(~.+~,) "x,. 

" 
sh ~~(x•:-1l) ch-'~F(-m+1 -m+1·2·u)(1-u)-m+<-'-

a_(ll, + jh)' a ' ' ' =• 

+ oE. ch-'...:_J' B,.(x,)ch ll,x, + ~'11 ch-'~ · 
(~. + ~.) a " a(~,+~.) a 

X F(- m,- m + 1; 1; u) (1- u)-m+'dx. (35) 

Here ~ = x + thz; 1J = x - l32z; and F is a hypergeo
metric Gauss function whose argument is 

u = sh ~.(x,_-'1) sh M_s :- x,) ch-' ~.x, + ~'11 ch-' M + ~.x,. (36) 
a(~.+~.) ti~~;-+ ~.) a(~,+~.) a(P, + p,) 

An analogous expression is obtained from (35) for the 
amplitude B2 by the substitutions 131-- l32 and 
B10(x) - B2o(x). 

We note first of all that as one of the angles tends to 
zero, 131 - 0 for example, the solution (35) is trans
formed into (21) for E30(x) = E3cosh-1(x/a). In fact 
for (31 - 0 parameter m-oo and for the hypergeo
metric function one can use a transformation into a 
Bessel function (see[ 18l for example): 

I.(z)==:.!~[ T(:+ 1) (1) •F(a,y;v+1;- ;;_y )] . (37) 

We illustrate the formation of modes of parametric 
signals by the important example where the amplifica
tion length ""(aE3t 1 is comparable to the aperture 
length ""a/({31{32)1/2, i.e., parameter m = 1 and F= 1. 
In the case of a symmetric escape of signals 131 = l32 
= 13 and homogeneous distribution of their amplitudes at 
the amplifier input, B10 = const and B2o = const, we 
find the following expression for the amplitude of the 
first signal after integrating (35): 

ch-'(x/a) [ 11 11 ] [ sh-'(s/2a) B, = B,.ch--B .. sh- :rt- arctg---'-':::::--'-
2'¥2 a a '}'2 

+ arctg sh-'(1l/2a)]- _!_(n .. ch~ + B,. sh2!_) ln {'1¥2 ch_!_ + 1~ 
l'2 2 2a 2a ~ 2a 1 

( y'2ch2: -1 )(12ch 2! + 1f ( 'f2ch~ -1 (}. (38) 

The change in the width of the beam and the motion of 
its peak in the course of amplification are shown in 
Fig. 3. 
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FIG. 3. Mode formation of parametric signal B l,M(see Fig. 2) for 
waves with the amplitudes B20 = 0 and B 10 (x) = constat amplifier input. 
Diagram shows position of peak Xm (a) and width (b) of signal as func
tions of distance traveled in the amplifier. 1-first signal, 2-second sig
nal. 

A stationary distribution of the signal is formed at 
a large distance z from the boundary (comp. (34)): 

:rt 1 X { uE, X } 8,=(8,.+820)---=:-ch- -exp -z-- . 
2y2 a 2 2a 

(39) 

The mode peak is located at the point x1,max 
= -0.55 a, and its width AXM R~ 1.95 a. 

Solution (35) allows us also to determine the ampli
fication of AM signals of the type 

x-x10 _, x+x,. 
B,.=B,ch-'---, 8 20 =B,ch ---. 

a a 

The expression for B1(x, z) is still more cumber
some than (38) and is not given here. We merely note 
one interesting detail: there is an optimal distribution 
of initial beams, i.e., x10 = x 20 = 0.7 a, for which maxi
mum signal amplitudes are reached at the amplifier 
output. The growth of signals is lower for other initial 
beam distributions. 

An amplifier with parameters m 1 = m 2 = 2 forms 
a stationary signal 

B, ~ (810 + 8 20 ) 
3~ch-'!_exp {~uE,z _..:._}· (40) 

8l'2 a 4 2a 

The maximum of its amplitude is located closer to the 
pump axis (xm = -0.25 a) than in the preceding case 
(m = 1). The width of the signal beam Ax= a is 
smaller. It follows from (35) that in the general case 
of an arbitrary magnitude of m > }'2 the amplifier 
forms a stationary mode of the (32) ty{.le if the distance 
z is large enough (here the argument of the hypergeo
metric function (36) tends to unity). The amplitude 
B1,m of the mode is related to the amplitudes of initial 
signals by (we cite the simplest formula for (31 = (3 2) 

B, .. v = (810 + B,.) r(m- 112) P(m + '/,) fl'2r'(m), (41) 

where r(m) is the Gamma function. 
In conclusion of this section we compare the ampli

fication of outgoing and accompanying waves. For ac
companying waves G00 = aE 3z and for outgoing waves 
we have G13(3 = ( 1 - Y2m)aE 3z. Gains differ by }'2: 
G(3(3 = G00 - Y2 (this corresponds to a reduction of in
tensity e times) for waves with parameter m = aE 3 z, 
or, in other words, for waves with an exit angle of 
(3 = z/a. The above means that for a given width of the 
pumping beam and length of amplifier z = l the highest 
gain occurs in modes propagating within the limits of 
the geometric angle a = a/l. For waves with (3 >a 
the intensity of the amplified signal falls more than e 
times in comparison with the intensity of the accom-

panying wave (assuming of course the same levels of 
input signals). 

E. Saturation in Amplification of Outgoing Waves 3> 

The amplification of waves escaping from the pump
ing beam to one side proceeds quite differently than in 
the preceding case. The most significant difference is 
the fact that, as we know, gain saturation takes place 
beyond the aperture length ( z > a/ (3 ). To analyze the 
operation of such amplifier we can use the previous 
solution (35) replacing the exit angle of the first wave 
(31 by -(31 for example (both signal waves propagate 
towards positive values of x). The m parameter of 
the amplifier becomes imaginary in this process 
m-in= iaE3a((31/32ri/2. 

In the special case where signal waves leave at the 
same angle ( /31 = (32 = (3, ~ = 11 = x - (3z, n = aE3a/ (3) 
the gain 

(J s' [ sh (~z/2a) ] G,, =- Eso(x,)dx, = 2n arctg . (42) 
~ x ch(x/a- ~zj2a) 

It follows from (42) that for z »a/ (3 the gain saturates 
at the level 

(43) 

The saturation effect is also observed in the general 
case of unequal exit angles ( (3 1 ;.t (32 ). We first consider 
the amplification of signal beams B(x) = B0exp ( -x2/b2) 
that are so narrow that the integrands in (35) can be 
brought outside the integral sign for x1 = 0. The am
plitude of the first wave then is 

) y;~,b,n' ~,h ch_,_:_ 
B,(x,z)=B"(6 -8,. a(~,-~,)sh a(~,-~,) a 

xF(1-in,1+in;2; 1 -u,)+Bzo Yn~b'n ch ~•TJ 
2 a(~,-~·) a(~,-~,) 

x ( 1-u,) X ch-'-;;F 1- in, 1 +in; 1; --2- , (44) 

where the argument of the hypergeometric functions is 

Uo = ch ll•TJ + M ch-1 --=_ (45) 
a(fl,-fl,) a· 

In the first stage of amplification when the signal 
waves have not yet left the pumping beam the maximum 
gain occurs along a straight line inclined to the pumping 
beam at an angle of 

flo= (fl,+fl,) /2. (46) 

Thus the peaks of signal beams propagate at first at an 
average angle that lies between the directions of ray 
vectors: {3 1 < {30 < (32. This effect was considered 
earlier in[101 in a single-wave approximation. To in
vestigate the further behavior of the signal beam we 
use the asymptote of the hypergeometric function valid 
for high gain n » 1 (for the sake of simplicity we as
sume that B2o = 0 ), 

B ~ B f2~,b,n' h ~•TJ 
'~ "a(fl,-fl,) s . a(~, -fl,) 

x ch-' -=-(1- u,)-' (1 + u,)-'1• exp(n arccos u,). (47) 
a 

3lThe entire Section Eisa supplement dated February 22, 1971. 
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At a long distance ( z » a/ {3 1 ) the amplitude profile 
(47) of the beam assumes the form 

B,~exp[- ( ~zs +narccosexp( ~ZM) )]. (48) 
a ~'- ~,) a ~'- ~~ . 

It follows from (48) that gain saturation occurs after 
exit from the pumping beam and the wave propagates 
along its ray vector. The beam peak is located on a 
straight line 

s·= a(~;-~,) ln(2n). (49) 
~. 

The gain Gf3 {3 =narc cos ( Y2n) ~::; 1rn/2 (compare with 
saturation (43)). The width of thE! formed beam is ~x1 
Rl a({3 2 - {3 1 )/{3 2• When broad signal beams (B 10, B20 

Rl const) enter the amplifier gain saturation occurs at 
the previous level Gf3f3 = 1Tn/2. Beam widths grow with 
increasing traveled distance ~x 1 2 Rl {3 1 2 z/2. 

' ' 
5. CONCLUSION 

In the present work we considered several typical 
problems from the theory of parametric amplification. 
The methodology developed here can be fairly useful 
in the analysis of stimulated Raman scattering in the 
field of picosecond pulses. In particular the results of 
Section 4D allow us to analyze SRS in the presence of 
nonstationary phenomena of both types: wave type due 
to group delay of Stokes and pumping pulses and local 
type due to the relaxation of molecular vibrations. We 
note that when the group velocity mismatch is not ac
counted for (v = 0) molecular relaxation results in a 
square-root dependence of gain on distance: G ~ {X 
(see[ 19l). At the same time the group delay effect can 
cause a formation of stationary modes of the Stokes 
pulse and oscillations of the medium so that G ~ z. 
Such a situation occurs in SRS forward (us >up); thus 
we can expect here a significant improvement of gain 
in comparison to the case of v = 0. 

The solution of the type (35) is also valid for the 
case of amplification of waves leaving the pumping 
beam in one direction. Here the m parameter in the 
hypergeometric function becomes imaginary ({3 1 {3 2 < 0). 
In a single-wave approximation this amplifier variant 
was considered in[loJ. 
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